
Introduction
- School districts with higher percentage of

economically disadvantaged students correlate with

lower State of Texas Assessment of Academic

Readiness (STAAR) test scores. (see Figure 1)

- Owing to systematic racism and economic

discrimination, many students from minority

families are at risk for developing large knowledge

gaps that may hinder their success in their continued

education.

- Many students who fall behind benefit from

personal instruction and encouragement from

mentors, which can pre provided in a cost-effective

manner by volunteers.

Our Program
Science Mentoring for a Richer Tomorrow (SMART) 

is student led mentorship program at the University of 

Houston that pairs 5th grade students at SHEARN 

Elementary School with mentors from the University 

of Houston. We aim to provide hands on learning 

experiences in a fun and engaging environment to 

assist students in this community.   

Program Methods

- To describe our program, the executive team created a

Logic Model to reveal our inputs, outputs, and various

goals.

- To operationalize the Logic Model, the data team

created a Falsifiable Logic Model (FLM) looking at

the various operations of our program and the

resulting outcomes.

-Green signifies met, partially met is yellow, and not

met is red.
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Conclusions
This program was initiated by students at the University 

of Houston to enrich the STEM education at SHEARN 

Elementary School. In previous years, SMART saw 

61.9% of mentees exceed expectation on the STAAR 

test. Compare that to the only 35.5% of fifth graders at 

SHEARN that exceeded expectations. 

Due to the affects of the Coronavirus pandemic, our 

program has shifted to an online mentoring environment 

which has greatly reduced our program’s effectiveness.  

With this shift, our team has seen reduced mentee 

attendance casing lack of concrete data and several 

mentors have voiced a feeling of disconnection. 

However,  the SMART executive team has changed the 

implementation of our online program between Fall 

2020 and Spring 2021. Instead of assigning mentees to a 

certain day of the week, we have allowed mentees 

flexibility in attendance. Now, mentees can select which 

of the three days to attend a SMART session. 

This change has resulted in an increase in mentee 

attendance as seen in Figure 2 (Note: Spring 2021 begins 

on Week 6). The average attendance of mentees during 

the Fall was 10.2 mentees, however, in the Spring, so far 

mentee attendance has drastically increased to an 

average of 16 mentees. 

Future Studies
In the future, we hope to collect pre and post surveys 

from mentor and mentees. With these surveys we hope 

measure changes in attiudes and social support for 

SMART participants. 

Furthermore, we also hope to collect grades and STAAR 

test scores from mentees to see more correlation between 

our program and the affect it has on standardized test 

scores. 
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Figure 1: Relationship between economically status of students and standardized test scores 
of the State of Texas Assesment of Academic Readiness (STAAR).
Source: https://www.mysanantonio.com/news/education/article/Poverty-s-impact-seen-in-tests-4285295.php
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Figure 2: Mentee Attendance Tracking

Figure 2: Mentee Attendance for Fall 2020 and Spring 2021 so far. Figure 4: SMART Falsifiable Logic Model to evaluate program. Green cells indicate program succes, 
yellow indicate needing small improvements, and red indicates need significant improvement.

Figure 3: SMART Logic Model to breakdown program structure, partners, participants, and goals. 


